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Summary: Multidimensional IRT models (MIRTM), developed in the fields of psycho-
metrics and ability assessment, are here considered in connection with the problem of
evaluating customer satisfaction. Different models, that allow us to take into account
more complex and, possibly, more realistic latent constructs than those usually assumed,
are presented and discussed. Eventually, these models are applied to a real dataset,
MCMC techniques for the estimation are implemented and analogies and differences
with results from previous analyses on the same survey in the literature are discussed.
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1. Introduction
It has become increasingly clear in the last decades that, in complex settings where
unobservable (latent) quantities are of interest, the usual IRT assumption of a single
underlying component influencing the observable outcomes might be not realistic [5,
Chap.3]. Multidimensional IRT models (MIRTM) arise from the fields of psychometrics
and ability assessment (as do their ancestors, the unidimensional IRT models, UIRTM),
their aim being to overcome this limitation. The rationale behind these techniques is
to provide an instrument capable of describing the usually not trivial apparatus of skills
that a person brings to a test, in order to obtain a diagnostic tool about several subscales
simultaneously and a way to model the interaction between examinees and test items’
characteristics. It is important to point out, though, that this approach is not intended to
provide a measurement of the latent trait in the sense Rasch introduced [4] (i.e. objective
measurement), rather than to investigate from a modeling point of view the complexity
of such unobservable phenomenon, thus following the statistical logic of model tun-
ing in order to fit data, i.e. choosing the best tool available. Such distinction has been
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highlighted since the beginnings: the Rasch model is a theoretical ideal, a definition of
measurement, as opposed to statistical modeling, which is a toolbox we reckon being
useful to try and disentangle not trivial intertwinings within the underlying (often very
articulated) reality. Along these lines, our interest is into evaluating the possibility of
employing MIRTM in a field they haven’t previously been applied to, specifically cus-
tomer satisfaction, assessing interpretability of models’ parameters and comparing this
approach to current methodology.
2. Multidimensional IRT models
Different approaches to multi-dimensionality have been carried out in the literature,
leading to the definition of two main classes of models, the ’compensatory’ and ’non
(or partially) compensatory’ ones [5, Chap. 4] and to the introduction of the concepts
of ’between-items’ and ’within-items’ dimensionality [1]. Compensatory models allow,
through proper parameterization, latent traits’ effects to compensate for each other, e.g.
a high level of ability on one dimension can make up for a low level on another - think
of an additive functional form for the parameters; non-compensatory (even though it
would be more correct to say ’partially’ compensatory) models do not admit such strong
compensation - think of a multiplicative form. Between-items and within-items dimen-
sionality embody assumptions regarding how latent traits are represented by items in
a questionnaire, i.e. if each item is related to one, and only one, of the latent traits
(between-items), or is to be linked to more than one at the same time (within-items).
Figure 1. Between-items (a) and within-items (b) dimensionality with two latent traits.
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Multidimensional extensions of classic IRT models have been introduced; they per-
mit to work with dichotomous or polytomous test responses, but also to include covari-
ates [5, Chap. 4].
Since MIRTM require a greater number of parameters to be estimated than unidimen-
sional IRT models, estimation issues arise and are addressed. In the literature, MCMC
methods are advocated as a helpful tool to obtain accurate results, but implementation
of the algorithms and assessment of convergence to the desired posterior distribution
require careful assessment [6].
3. Customer satisfaction assessment with MIRTM
Recently, unidimensional IRT models have been applied to the field of customer
satisfaction (CS) evaluation, via a convenient re-interpretation of the role of their pa-
rameters [2]. Since it is legitimate to think about the existence of more than one latent
factor in CS-related investigations too, the aim of this work is to evaluate the possibility
of identifying and applying suitable MIRTM to this context.
In order to better appreciate the meaning and additional contribution of the extension to
more than one latent trait, we first review the basic one-dimensional dichotomous model,
whose expression is given by:




where x = 0, 1 if the customer is, respectively, unsatisied or satisfied, θi is satisfaction
for the i−th respondent and (−βj) the quality of the j−th item. This model is alge-
braically equivalent to that introduced by Rasch [4] in order to evaluate ability tests, θi
being the person ability and βj the item difficulty.
The multidimensional extension we consider is called multidimensional 2 parameter
logistic (M2PL) model, and has the following expression:






where both aj and θi are m−dimensional vectors, so that the sum in the exponent of e
can be rewritten as a′jθi + dj =
∑m
t=1 ajtθit + dj . This model assumes that m latent
traits characterize the satisfaction, with single scores θit whose relevance is weighted by
the ajt parameters, known as items’ discrimination related to the t−th dimension, and
here intended to describe the relevance of the j−th item to the t−th trait. The M2PL
belongs to the class of compensatory models, since it adopts a parameterization that is
a linear combination of the satisfaction parameters (one for each presumed dimension
of the latent construct) for each individual (customer/user), i.e. a high satisfaction value
θit on one latent dimension can compensate for a low θis on another.
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The ajt parameters may be estimated from the data or be fixed according to particular
assumptions. If all are assumed to be equal to a fixed value ajt = a∗, then a′jθi + dj =
a∗
∑m
t=1 θit + dj , and we assume that the discriminating power of all the items is the
same, also across all dimensions; this means that different items have different quality,
but the same relevance to each trait. If a∗ = 1, we obtain the initial model, with the
positions θi =
∑m
t=1 θit, dj = −βj , thus obtaining a mere reparameterization of the
θi parameters from the unidimensional model, not taking into account dimensionality,
i.e. collapsing the model back to one latent trait only. Another possibility is to fix the
ajt either to be zero or different from zero: this way, it becomes possible to embody
assumptions about between- or within-items dimensionality. If the researcher believes a
certain item (or group of items) to be dependent on one latent trait only, for example the
s−th, this can be implemented in the model by letting ajt = 0, t 6= s, and ais either to
be estimated or fixed to some non-zero value; this is the structure in Fig.1 - (a).
4. Application
Eventually, the models we discuss are applied to real data, presented in [3, Chap. 2];
the dataset consists of responses (on a 1-5 Likert scale, that we dichotomize for our pur-
poses) to a questionnaire concerning satisfaction for a large firm’s services. Analogies
and differences with previous IRT-oriented analyses on the same survey [3, Chap. 14]
are investigated. The results are then compared and discussed.
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